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DETECTOR RESPONSE TO NEUTRONS SLOWED DOWN IN
MEDIA CONTAINING CADMIUM

by E. Broda, H. Hereward and L. Kowarski

abstract

B» Mn* in, I , vy and ir  detectors were activated, with and without 
a Cd shield, near the source in a vessel containing 7 litres  o f water or 
solutions o f C<iBÔ  ranging between 0*1 and 2.8 mola per litre .
Numerical data on^observed activities are discussed in two different 
ways:

(1) I f  a given detector X follows the 1/v law throughout the c-group,
the ratio Ar,dX/ AndB (A pd meaning the difference between the 
results o f  ° 0 0 the activation without and with the cd
shield) must be constant in all media considered. Deviations 
from this constancy may be due to experimental errors, to the 
imperfection o f detectors used or to a genuine departure from the 
1/v law.

(2) The difference between two successive terns o f the activity series 
(say, between the activity observed in water and that observed
in the least concentrated Cd solutions, values for non-shielded 
activation being taken in both cases) is a direct measure o f 
the response to that part o f  the neutron spectrum which reaches 
the detector at the lower concentration o f cd in the medium, but 
does not reach it- at the higher. Numerical values o f the 
response to five ’'classes’* o f neutrons o f increasing average 
energy into which the c-group can thus be subdivided, are 
calculated and discussed.

After allowing for other causes  o f discrepancies between the 
behaviour o f B and that o f other detectors, the following conclusions 
can be drawnt

The capture cross-section o f dysprosium decreases quicker than 
1/v and this discrepancy becomes noticeable well within the limits o f 
the c-group. This imposes obvious limitations on the use o f Dy as a 
detector o f thermal neutrons. cadmium differences o f manganese seem { 
to be a reliable 1/v detector for the whole c-group. Indium and 
iridium show definite signs o f an increase o f v<T in the upper regions I 
cTf tJatT'c-group. Deviations shown by iodine are due to the 
imperfections o f the technique rather than to a definite departure j
from the 1/v law. j

Attempts to study uranium 238 failed to give any reliable 1
quantitative results owing to specific d ifficu lties .

Suggestions are put forward for improving the method and extending 
its  Bcope.



DETECT Ok RESPONDS TO UEUTRUNJ CLOSED DOSf/K IN MEDIA CONTAINING CADMIttI

1. Introduction
The knowledge o f  the function vcTy a f(v ) (c .̂ being the cross-sectior

for capture o f  neutrons o f  velocity v) is required whenever a neutron-
\

absorbing element is  used as a detector and also in some special cases 
such as the study o f neutron absorption at different temperatures. The 
saturation activity (per cc .) o f  a detector at a point containing j> 
neutrons per cc. can be expressed by the product jnavcĴ  (n • number o f 
detecting nuclei per c c .) ,  i f  tne neutron population is  monokinetic, and 
by the product jon X J FvĜ .dv i f  the population is  heterogeneous and p 
is  the distribution function nO<fifaalised by j pdvssl. i f  the experiment
aims at counting a ll slow neutrons, a detecting element such as boron 
(voy constant) is obviously best suited for the task.

Elements presenting conspicuous deviations from the ”l /v  law” (that 
is , from tne constancy o f v<Ty ) can be useu for comparing heterogeneous 
neutron populations only i f  a ll populations considered are o f very 
similar spectral composition, or i f  the percentage o f the population 
corresponding to velocities for which has an abnomal value is so 
email, that the abnormally induced activity is  negligible compared to 
the bulk activation o f the detector. Thus Mn and Dy may be used in 
many cases for measuring slow neutxvm intensities despite the abnormally 
high response o f  Mn to neutrons o f its  resonance band and the abnormally 
low response o f Dy to neutrons o f energies above a certain lim it near the 
cadmium cut-off.

in order to minimize the abnormally induced part o f  the activity, 
i t  may be sometimes advisable to screen the detector from the part o f  the 
spectrum to which i t  is  abnromally sensitive. Use o f ’’ cadmium 
differences” o f In, au» Rh etc. as thermal detectors can be justified  
on these grounds although it  should not be forgotten that such a 
difference is  not a ’’s tr ictly  1 /v” detector and that its  use is 
legitimate only i f  on overwhelming majority in each o f the populations 
considered bolongB to the c-group.

in view of these lim it!ations, the suitability o f a given detector 
for a given problem involving the measurement o f neutron densities can 
be discussed only on the basis o f  quantitative knowledge. such 
knowledge can be gained directly by studying the response vcr̂ . as a 
function o f  v, using nionokinetic neutron beams. The "tim e-of-flight” 
method, which makes use o f modulated soux*ces and detectors has been



conspicuously successful in this respect; the substances under 
investigation are used as aln ordert. i f  vô . is  found to be constant 
over the whole range of velocities under consideration, no further 
information ia needed. i f ,  however, abnormalities are detected 
(such as, for example, the incroaeed response o f m near the upper 
boundary o f the c-S^oup)» the knowledge o f the response function alone 
is not sufficient; the density o f a heterogenous population can be 
deduced from the activity only i f  the neutron spectrum, that is the 
distribution function F = f(v ) is known ae well.

instead o f  deducing the value o f the ’’ averaged response integral”
J = f pvtf^dv from the known shape o f functions ? and vo .̂, we may approach 
the problem indirectly by comparing the investigated detector to another 
which is kno*/n to follow the 1/v law, for instance an ionisation 
chamber lined with B or U* I f  andjOg are two neutron densities 
o f  different spectral composition, and both a boron chamber and an 
activablo substance X are available as detectors, then we have, 
according to tne foregoing,

The knowledge o f  J gained from I / I  measurements carried out in 
convenient conditions can be transferred to experiments in which the 
boron chamber ca r̂not be used for reasons o f geometry or convenience 
(e .g . density integration with manganese solutions). For this 
purpose i t  is  necessary to determine I^/Ig in & wide enough series 
o f neutron populations o f different spectral composition and to be 
able to pick out txxe member o f the series which approaches the most 
closely the population we shall encounter in our main experiment.
This "matching” is  o f course easiest and safest i f  i t  ia found that j  
varies but l i t t le  from one spectrum to another; in fa ct, finding out 
energy ranges within which j  is  approximately constant and the 
detector can be considered aB practically 1/v, is  the most suitable 
fcask for this method.

I f ,  in addition to the knowledge o f  J for a suitable choice 
o f spectra, we have also some knowledge o f  the corresponding spectral 
composition, an attempt nay be made to Btudy the response function

= f(v ) by carrying out a process o f differentiation. For example,



J 1i f  J is known for two populations differing only by a single compact ”  
band, the response for this particular band can be deduced (in relative 
units) from the difference between the two J’ s. $hiB possibility o f 
using a series o f  neutron populations of. different composition as a 
kind o f velocity selector was given eotoc, consideration in the present 
work.

Methods for varying the composition o f the slow neutron spectrum 
acting on detectors are numerous and most o f them have been already 
extensively used in the past. Here are some o f the factors involved;

1) Temperature o f the slowing-down medium
2) capturing properties o f  the olowing-down medium, ranging from 

carbon which allows a nearly maxwellian distribution to be reached, 
to boron in which hardly any neutron can reach an energy lower 
than a few hundred or thousand ev«

3) streaming out o f  a medium; neutrons escaping from a paraffin 
block are, on the average, "hotter" than inside the block.

4.) Absorbers interposed in a beam; thus an out-of-paraffin beam 
becomes appreciably "hotter” after being filtered  through a 
moderately thick boron absorber. a cadmium difference is 
equivalent to the activation in a fic titiou s  beam out o f  which 
a ll neutrons o f energies beyond the cadmium cu t-o ff have been 
taken away (C-group spectrum). similarly, fic titiou s  monokinetic 
beams can be, and have been created by taking the difference 

'i t } )  between activations with and without a strong resonance absorber• n
such as AC or Rh.

In the present work we relied exclusively on the Becond o f these 
four factors, although some use was also made o f the older technique 
o f  direct screening o f  the detector with cadmium. Immersion technique 
(detector completely surrounded by the slowing-down medium) was used 
instead o f the more usual beam arrangement both for intensity reasons 
and in order to study the detectors in conditions as similar as 
possible to those o f their Intended use.(Another advantage o f the 
method is  discussed in section 4.).

We used as slowing-down media solutions o f CdSÔ  o f concentrations 
ranging between 0 and 2.8 molar; our coldest spectrum was thus 
somewhat nearer perfect thermal equilibrium than the usual out-of- 
paraffin spectrum used in beam experiments, and our hottest spectrum 
was practically devoid o f energies below the peak of C& resonance (0.14-



1 2 ev according to Baker and Bacsher ( ) .  cadmium wob chosen because
its  large absorption cross-section gives the possib ility  o f changing
considerably the absorbing properties o f  an aqueous medium without
Introducing a great change in its  scattering properties (depending
mainly on hydrogen concentration, see below; and also because the
shape o f the Voy= f(v ) function is in this cube fa irly  well known from
tirae-of-flight measurements.

The following elements wore used us detectors: b , Lin, in , i ,
Dy and ir ; an attempt to study the radiative capture by U238 failed , 
for  reasons explained below, to give any clear results.

2. Experimental arrangement
In devising the experimental arrangement for studying the activation 

o f  immersed detectors we pursued the following aims* (1) high neutron 
density, as constant as possible throughout the non-negligible volume 
occupied by the detector; (2) enough cadmiated medium around both the 
source and the detector to ensure that the influence of outside 
reflecting and slowing-down bodies is negligible; (3) economy o f  liquid. 
In order to meet the fir s t  requirement, two sources were used, with the 
detector placed mid-way; the half distance between sources (k cuts.) 
was the smallest compatible with an approximate constancy o f the elope 
o f the I = f(R) curve as deduced from measurements at various distances 
R from one source^nearer to the source the curvature Is more pronounced 
so that a slight shift o f  the detector along the axis results in a 
pronounced change o f  the density). a fu ll independence from the 
surrounding bodies ("in fin ite ly  extended" medium) would be reached with 
about 13 cm. o f liquid surrounding the detector and sources in all 
directions; this would however require too big an amount o f liquid and 
a satisfactory compromise was reached by allowing at least cm. between 
the detector (or source) and the nearest point o f the wall limiting 
the medium. The vessel had the shape o f  a cube combined with two 
half-cylinders and its  total volume was 7 litre s . It was used always 
in the some position as regards outside diffusing bodies (table, walls 
e tc .) ; the activity o f a thermal detector irradiated in these 
conditions (with a vessel fu ll o f  water) was only 5£ lower than the 
activity produced in the sane detector when the vessel was immersed in 
a much greater volume of waterl

The BourceB (2 x 215 mg R» mixed with Be; in later measurements



J
2 x  250 mg) and the box containing the detector v/ere suspended in the"" 
liquid on rigid  rode ensuring constant distances. with a ll detectors 
except ooiun chambers two boxes were used; one o f aluminium (InBideto-** waIi I
dimensions: k x 13? x 27 mia; waiinSilcxness £ a u ]^  The standard 
JF  ̂ chamber (see ) was immersed either directly or suxrounded by a cadm
ium shield which enclosed also the H.T. and pulse-carrying leads.

p-deteding substances (Mn̂ Ô , In, pbl2> Ir) were contained
in trays made o f Al sheet, 1 am thick; the open face (facing always 
the same source during irradiation, and the counter uuring counting) 
was 21 mu long and 11 mm wide.

Interpretations o f the I^ /I^ g  ratios (X-̂  and X2 = any two 
detectors, x0 usually = B) are s tr ictly  valid only i f  both intensities 
were induced by exactly the same neutron population. The population 
at the point half-way between the two sources, when a detector is 
present at that point, is , however, not the same ab in the absence of 
a detector and, moreover, different detectors affect the population in 
a different way. ThiB influence has to bo considered in two separate 
aspects:

1) Decrease in neutron/ density duo to the absorbing properties o f 
the detector. Considering, as a crude approximation, that the 
"average neutron" reacts with the detector as i f  i t  were hitting 
the largest face under the incidence o f 6o°, we find that the 
average absorption probabilities (p) in a single crossing in 
pure water result from the known values o f thicknesses and cross- 
sections ua shown in the following table:

TABLE I
Dy m  to. i  it  b

mg/cm2 lo  14-2 lo3 16b 190 (see4-)
<S\C-group) 1000 9*2 170 6*7 280 x 10~2̂ oa2

V k.2* 1.6% e.8%0.59%17.5% 13-20%
In the most concentrated Cd solution the average energy is  o f the 
order o f & volt (see section k) and the absorption probabilities are 
smaller by a factor 3i or so.

Owing to the presence o f  a "Bemi-thick" (p non negligible) detector, 
the average number o f  passages o f a thermal neutron through the detector 
plane is decreased and the detector tends to underestimate (in tenuB 
o f activity per gram) the-neutron population it  is, supposed to measure



3 ° »( "rec.rossing effect" ; see *'). At higher concentrations of cd
this effect is  much less, i f  at a ll ,  pronounced both because a ll the
detectors X are "thinner" (see above) ana because the average number
o f crossings is considerably smaller. We must expect therefore that
the Ixl/ I x2 ratio is greater in water than in cadmiated media, even i f
Xjl and x2 are perfectly 1/v, provided x2 is  noticeably thicker than X-̂ .
Comparisons between Dy, Mn, I on the one hand and B, In and Ir on the
othei* nanu are likely to be affected; comparisons inside either o f
these groups are much more immune.

An idea o f the order o f magnitude these spurious departures from 
the 1/v behaviour might assume can be derived from some activation 
measurements we performed with thick Dy detectors (p » about 0*37)•
The mean ratio l-tliick/^thin in highly cudmiated media was found to be 
If.7k 1 G.qB (probable error) -  as against k*36 t  0.12 in 0.1 molar cd 
solution and 3»7k i  0*11 in water, ( c f .  the Report (^ ), where the 
Bame detectors were activated in a different geometry).

The ration where both Xj and X2 are much thinner than the
"thick ]jyM we used are not likely  to be medium-dependent to such a 
considerable extent, but effects o f  the oraer o f a few percent are by 
no means excluded.
2) scattering and slowing-down properties o f the medium are changed 

within the geometrical space occupied by the detector and its  box.
This space is  fa irly  extensive in terns o f the mean free path o f a 
thermal neutron in water and the influence o f this singularity, 
althougn d ifficu lt  to estimate, cannot be neglected. we may assume 
that i f  X-l and x2 are lodged in the sane tray and enclosed in the 
same box, ratios such us I^x/*x2 ure not alfecteciJ since the shape 
o f  the boron chamber is different from that o f a ll other detectors, 
I„ /I_  are less immune and, since there is no reason to suppose thatA a
this effect works in the same way at various cd concentrations, we 
may expect to observe a slight variation o f Iv/I~  from one medium toA O
another on the strength of this effect alone.

In view o f  the fact that the standard BF- chamber was used as the 
reference detector, wo thought advisable to check the effect o f its  
comparatively bulxy size and high value for p by comparing its  count 
to that of another chamber, almost free from both these defects. The 
overall diameter o f this chamber is only mm (standard ^chamber: 16 mm) 
and its  outer electrode (a very thin fo i l  o f  pt) is practically non



absorbing. . The ratio o f the two counts was found to be the same 
in water and ii cd solutions, with a probable error o f about 2%. Within 
these lim its o f accuracy it  seems therefore that possible imperfections o f 
the standard BF̂  chamber ,̂ on which we shall have to comment later on, 
are not due to its  size or to its  relatively high absorption o f neutrons. 
(It has been mentioned in } that the similarity in behaviour o f the 
two chanbers is greatest in the region near the source).

/  third medium-dependent effect is coiinectea with the detector 
it s e lf  rather than with the surrounding neutron population. In a thick 
detector inner layers are partially or totally shielded from the 
incoming neutron flux; every thick detector behaves as i f  a part o f 
its  substance were totally exposed ant tne remainder totally shielded, 
that is inoperative from the point o f view o f activation. Ae the 
effective "thickness" is different in different media, the detector 
behaves as i f  i t  consisted o f different amounts o f totally exposed matter.

in substances such ae Dy, In or au (soft p—radiation), this effect 
is mitigated by the fact that inner layers contribute relatively l i t t le  
to a total p emission and therefore it  Blatters relatively l i t t le  
whether shielding nukes then ineffective or not. Iridium is the only 
detector rc used which combines thickness with hard (3-radiation; even 
in this cane tho effect (apparent decrease o f Ix /IB lower energies) 
cannot exceed a few per cent.
Accuracy o f measurements

The statistica l error o f counting was always below 1%, but it  was 
found that the overall reproducibility o f our activity measurements was 
less satisfactory. whether it  is due to small and unnoticed fluctuations 
o f geometry during irradiation (position o f detector inside the box, 
small deviations from the standard position o f  the box etc.) during 
counting (position o f detector with respect to counter) or o f the 
sensitivity o f  the counter, i t  may bo assumed that the x^robable error 
is  roughly o f the same order for a ll activations. I f  this error is 
e* we nay expect the "probable discrepancy" between two independent 
measurements with the Bane detector in the same medium to be equal to 
>/2e, that is ; discrepancies smaller than /2e to be ttu frequent as 
discrepancies bigger then V"2e, and discrepancies bigger than 3/2e to be 
exceptional. prom such considerations e 2, could be deduced for 
activity values derived from a single experiment.

Most nf tvirt yiAn«nt.Afi i rr ndiationt..on-Which these statistica l fuf i l  :



con&iuerafcions are; based, were carried out during preliminary stages ~ 
ol our work; final activation experiments v/ere carried out in most 
cases singly so that e = 2/SJ is  a fa ir  estimate o f tue accuracy o f our 
activity values*

Attempts were maae to otuoy thermal and near-thermal absorption 
by U23& using tue same technique. Activity values in this case ere 
however less accurate then for other detectors because o f specific 
d ifficu ltie s  (weak intensity, growth o f  UX etc.) The average die- 
cx'epancy in a repeated measurement wua foanu to be 8%, corresponding 
to e = k% for activity vuue& based on two experimente. Thus, even
the auuitiouai wox*k involved in carrying each of these rather laborious 
experiments twice could not bx*iiig the degi-ee o f accuracy to anything 
comparable aith otnor cases and only rough qualitative conclusions 
can be drawn foon this senes o f measurements.

3. Numerical Results
The moat obvious conclusion which can be drawn from our results 

is  an answer to the question whether a given detector counts neutrons o f 
a given population in the same way as a boron chamber would. i f  the 
detector is known to exhibit a sti*ong resonance for neutrons o f some 
definite enex’gy well beyond the "cadmium cu t-o ff", this question can 
arise only with respect to populations devoid o f ouch neutrons. Vfe 
are thus led to a comparison o f  cadmium differences.

Table XI givus cadmium differences o f activated detector counts 
(that is ,  the count taken with the detector le ft  open to thexmal neutrons, 
minus tho count taken with the cd shield on) in arbitrary units chosen so 
as to have ( A c d  in water) = loo* in the fir s t  approximation, the cd - 
shielded count should be identical in a ll media considered; i t  was 
found however to be slightly greater in highly concentrated Cd 
solutions than xn water. This e ffect, which we shall have to discuss 
in more detail, can oe su.muax'lly dealt with by applying a 3% correction 
to both tne terms of the cd difference obsex*ved in the 0*9 and 2.8 molar 
solutioxxs. The averaged value o f the ca-ahielded count, adopted for 
other media, and tne one adopted for the 0*9 and 2.8 molar cases are 
adjusted so as to d iffer by exactly This adjustment is well within
the limits o f the experimental error.

It is  easy to see that i f  a ll detoctoi's v/ere perfect 1/v density 
recorders, a il figures in any vertical column (except the last) would b#



equal; the table shows therefore the deviation (rani or apparent) ”* 
fro;, the 1/v reuponae in a fairly (:iroct vuy.

Iridium activities were measured with a different source (sec 
Section 2) nna therefore i t  wr.s impossible to compete them directly 
with the boron series. An indirect comparison based on manganese 
was carried out; a fu ll set of }in measurements was taken with the 
second source and both edries v/ere used to recalculate the Jr values.

TAuU-i l i .
o o .x  0 .3  0.9 2.8 £“S ia “

(mola/litre)
A  loo 16. S 6.30 2.26 1.15 1.73Ca
A  Q(X^ 100 14-*9 4-*o3 1.66 0.382 0.663

loo 13.3 6.13 1*96 1.12  3*06
& °dla  100 17.8 7*02 3.62 2.1 lk.k
£ Pdi  loo  17.5 7*3 4-* 23 -O .4-0I 39.1
A ^ l r  100 26.4- 19.3 10.1 17.2 66*5

(indirect)
Discussion o f the Table II

It can be seen at once that deviations from boron shown by jjy 
and mu are on tho whole less pronounced than those found lor jn , 1 and 
ir .  'fhe first  question will be whether the relatively small 
deviations alxown by Dy and Mn are significant. This brings in at once 
the question o f the accuracy with whicn a given cadmium difference is 
known. The probable error of a difference o f two terms, the first o f 
which io a times greater than the second, ana both of W;J.ch are known

r~2— ’with the porcontual probable error e, is e \]A +1 • The result of
this c&culation in the cases of B» by and IA3E& given in Table m .

TABLE III.
probable errors o f cadmium differences for B, Dy and I 

Cd80; 0 0*1 6*3 C.9 2.8
(ao is /litre )
% error o f  „ r ,  Q c „£  g 2.1 2.2 2.6 3.8 3.9

Cu-

* 2.0 2.1 2.3 a.9 U 9

% error o f , ,
^Odl 3.4- r  H  - , j  0



As most o f the figures given in Table IX depend on two measurements ~  
o f cadmium differences (resting as they are on the assumption that the 
value found for water is the ideal lQO%) their total error is in fact 
somewhat greater than thut given in Table m .  por instance the error 
o f the figure given for Dy in Q.9 ca solution is 3.5% (calculated from 
tne tabulated errors o f AcdDyQ#9 and AcdDywater) .  Krror o f the 
figure for I in the sane medium is , on the other hand, only slightly 
greater than the error o f A(;ciI( alone, that ia 4pp. on the other 
hana, when comparing activities o f  a given detector between themselves, 
it  should not be forgotten that tue departure o f the observed "water" 
value from the ideal l(,o% is sometimes irrelevant.

On the basis of these and similar considerations, the following 
conclusions can be drawn:
Dysprosium. All deviations from boroii arc significant, that is  due 
to causes other than the standard margin o f irreproducibility (taken 
as 2£). Among these causes the "true" deviation of Dy from the 
constancy o f ver̂  is  not necessarily the only one; as already mentioned 
fsection 2) an apparent variation o f AQ̂ pBf/ AcdB might arise from the 
imperfection of the detectors used. Both the "recrossing" effect and 
tiio "hole" effect are more likely to introduce spurious deviations 
when values in water are compared to those in any Cd solution, than 
from one (jd Solution to another. The decrease of for Dy at 
average neutron energies corresponding to higher cd concentrations can 
therefore be eonoideJped as proven.
Manganese. No single deviation is significant by its e lf , but i f  a ll 
a our values for Cd solutions are considered together, a systematic 
trend can oe detected which ia due to a systematic error affecting 
( AQflMn/ AcdB) in water (tin too high or B too low) rather than to 
a decrease o f vô . for Mn at higher neutron energies. I f  more accurate 
measurements confirm this view, it  follows that^^qn is a perfect 
1/v detector throughout tne c-group.
J_n, I and i r . some of the apparently large deviations shown at 
higher cu concentrations are within the margin of experimental error; 
others, namely those shown by In and Ir are probably due to a true in
crease o f vô .. Eithin the limits o f our accuracy it seems that in 

I (cadmium differences) can be safely used in spectra as "hot" 
ae that obtaining in the ( .1 cd solution, and even in 0*3 Cd the ftL pI 
Aviation is  s t i l l  M U .  Iridium, on tne other Sand. U  .

* fc t w I '



apparently aberrant even at the lowest cd concentration considered. —
Uranium since uranium data are less accurate than^l others, l i t t le  
need, be said about them except that more than 1/2 o f the total activity 
shown in water is  due to resonance neutrons; reasons for considering 
our method as unsuitable for studying iridium and iodine (see section if) 
are thus s t i l l  more valid in the case o f U*

If* Analysis o f numerical data
We shall now attempt a more detailed analysis o f our results, 

using the d iffem tlation  device explained in section 1. we start from 
the assumption (to be qualified later on) that the introduction o f 
a f ir s t , or a further, admixture o f CdSÔ  Into a medium has no effect 
other than removal o f some c-group neutrons which otherwise could reach 
the detector. i f  this is  true, then, by taking successive differences 
between activ ities observed in our five media with detectors unshielded 
by C<1» we get a direct measure o f the response to four classes o f neutrons 
which are successively removed from the spectrum as observed in water 
before we get to the spectrum as observed in the 2.8 Cd medium. This 
la tter spectrum can be subdivided again in two classes; neutrons which are 
or aye^not stgppedjby â thjLcjk laygC o f cd surrounding the detector* in

«  p u r e ly  resonance’ (c 6 or E = Icd b03c) .
in the table IV the device o f reduction to unity, already resorted 

to, has been carried a Btep further so that each particular response is 
tabulated as the percentage o f the corresponding boron response. These 
doubly-reduced *index numbers* are derived from cI bbs differences c defined 
above according to the formula;

1„(X) = 100. S 2 M  • § l M  = 100 4 cd(X)° ^ Cd(X)a-l 
Cl^‘ ' Ca ^  Acd(B)a —Ac6(b) a- i

Using singly-reduced Cd values from the Table II . as in the table II, 
a correction o f 3% has been applied to activ ities measured in the o»9 and
2.8 cd solutions.

TABLE IV
Cdsô  0 0.1 0»3 0.9 2.8 Cd box
Class Cx C2 Cj Ctj R
C(b) 100 12.6 4-.89 1*34- 1*38 2.08
Un) 100 100 lOO 100 100 100
i b y ) 100 86.3 75.6 95.5 4-9.2 37*5
ib n ) 100 88.1 lo l  73.9 96.4- 167
i(in ) 100 105 3k.8 323 18o 82k
U i)  100 8o»l 75.7 k21 -ko.6 3230
chin)----------- loo--------- 1371 5T95 0759--------- 1733--------------- 37b5---------------
C(Mn’ ) 100 10*5 3*6k 0*873 0.753 5«05
i ( i r ’ ) 100 139 162 -6k .5 178o 2k85
(Mn* = lOO: ’ refers to the second source).

r z
The probable error of any Ca(X) value is again 4 * where

& is 2% and A = I u_1(X )/Ia(X)• These errors are shown ift~the 
Table IV for B# Dy and 1. It should again be remembered that the 
total probable error of any index number, referred to the ideal 100%> is



accumulated from several (this time from four) c values 
(C (X)» Ct(X)» C„(B)» Cn(B)) but that the padt o f the total error due 
toaa common factor iB to be disregarded when index numbers are 
compared between themselves.

TABLE V
Class C2 Ĉ  Ĉ
% Error o f C(B) 2.5 3*6 5*2 8.6 5*8

C(Dy)2.1f 3.k 4-.0 4--8 4-.8
C(I) 4-.3 2o 58 37 28o

Before Tables IV and v can be discussed, we have to consider the 
e ffe c t , already mentioned, o f the successive additions o f cdSO; on the 
density o f those neutronB which, in the firs t  approximation usually 
acopted, should not react to such additions at a ll. very heavy admixtures, 
(such as 2.8 m ols/litre) obviously must have at least one effect; that 
o f displacing some water from a given volume o f medium. in fact, the
2.8 solution contains about 7% less hydrogen per unit volume than pure 
water. The scattering mean free path for  slow neutrons becomes 7% 
longer and this, disregarding second-order effects (such as the vessel 
becoming ’ smaller’ in terms o f A ; the detector getting ’ nearer’ to the 
source; the cd, s and 0 atoms bringing a small contribution to the 
total scattering area) means that the density shown by a resonance 
detector in water should be about 14$ lower in the 2.8 solution than in 
water. What we observe is a systematic increase by about 4$, which we 
ascribe to the interaction o f  CdSÔ  with fast neutrons, resulting in an 
appreciable shortening o f the slowing-down xength.

Some experiments concerning this effect w ill be reported elsewhere 
(*h. in our arrangement it  is o f  course strongest in the 2.8 cd solution, 
but as i t  has here to compete with the opposite effect due to the 
rarefaction o f hydrogen, the resulting influence on the density of 
resonance neutrons near the source may be not greater than in weaker 
solutions. A rough estimate shows that in the o«9 6d solution (H density 
lower than in water only by about 1.1/2$) we should expect a resulting 
influence o f  the same order as in 2.8 cd, and that less concentrated 
solutions are similar to water. Direct compar&hs, using 1 and ir  
detectors, between water and 2.8 cd showed a difference o f about 3%, which 
was however almost on the limit o f our accuracy. in the absence of 
more accurate measurements, we adopted the f ir s t  approximation already 
mentioned in connection with the tables n  and IV# a common value was 
adopted for the density o f resonance neutrons in o» 0*1 and 0*3 media 
and another common value, 3% higher than the former, was adopted for 
the 0*9 and 2.8 media.

Response to successive ’ classes' can now be discussed.
Class Cn Since the ratio o f  capture cross-sections (5l,/0"’ in the 
neighbourhood o f the most probable energy o f thermal neutrons in water 
is o f the order o f lo » an admixture o f o . l  Cd per lllH w ill rarefy 
neutronB o f this energy by a factor lo . At somewhat higher energies 
6k decreases and 6k, increases; at 0*14- ev (see ) the rarefaction 
n factor reached tne value o f  about 30 and then decreases quickly 

down to unity. class c  ̂ must contain, therefore, 90% of a ll lower-energy



thermal neutrons observed in water, up to 97% o f  higher energy 
up to 0«14- ev» a quickly decreasing percentage o f energies o f the 
order o f o»2 to 0*5 volts, and practically no ’ epicadmium* neutrons 
(that ie , neutrons passing cd screens o f usual thickness). The lower- 
energy On neutrons are not exactly similar to the population observed 
in water’ within the same energy range, since the lo% which are 
transmitted by the q»1 cd medium, are, on the average, considerably 
’ hotter’ than those which are not. On the whole, class Ck differs 
from an ordinary C-group population in three respects: tne cu t-off
1b more complete, i t  occurs at a lower energy, and the ’ nearly-thermal* 
part is  somewhat colder. This last characteristic is a specific 
result o f  our technique, in which slower and absorber are mixed together; 
i f  instead of the 0.1 Gd solution we used a separate cd screen o f 
corresponding thickness, the part o f the transmitted beam situated 
below o . l  ev would be similar to the corresponding part o f  the non- 
transmitted population (a ll the more so because c l .  is nearly constant 
in this velocity range). The class c-j, as defined in our technique, 
is  therefore more sharply distinguished from a ll other classes than it  
would be possible otherwise; among its  particular characteristcis we may 
mention the fact that the average C-, neutron undergoes a considerably 
greater number o f collisions than tnat o f any other class.
Imperfections o f detectors may be expected to affect C-. neutrons in 
a different way from a ll others and i t  may be due to some such reason 
that the class c2 shows a systematic departure from loo in the cases 
o f  Dy, Mn and I; likewise, the index number for ir , referred to 
Mn’ = leo is too high; whether these deviations, i f  truly systematic, 
are due to“The recrossing e ffect, to other effects mentioned in the 
section 2 (fin ite  volume in the case o f B> self-shielding in the case 
o f i r ) , to some unsuspected causes o f similar nature or to true 
deviations from the constancy o f v<f , cannot be decided at the pi*esent 
stage.
Glass Co The bulk o f this class consists o f  low-energy neutrons le ft  
over I'ram the competition between H and o . l  Cd, minus those very few 
in number which manage to survive in 0*3 Cd. on the high-energy slope 
o f the cd peak, some neutrons are passed by o . l  Cd and stopped by o»3 
Cd; they also belong to the class Cp* Higher-energy neutrons are
passed by both solutions and therefore do not belong to c 0. On the 
whole, c 2 i® again a c-group population, in which neutrons of 0.2 ev 
and more ai'e proportionately more numerous than in C-, • Since the 
average number o f co llisions, which a low-energy neutron can undergo 
before being absorbed, is considerably reduced, c 0 neutrons are 
noticeably ’ hotter’ than Ck neutrons; in fact, tne c population at

e 18 roughly equivalent to a d-group population(defined in the ueual way) obtained at a much higher temperature.

thin Ji-a? tbbrbfOI’o worth noticing that no index-number belonging to 
on i r ™ f j r a n t l o d e v i a t i o n  from loo. Pull probable error 
or\. 'P I . anc* (̂̂ 91) 1® o f the order o f the order o f 6*0• hirher for In

E  g S  l  anV r - S trlotl* sPeaking, a ll deviations*11thev show? , in c ? column are statistica lly  non-significant i f
" e have Been However th S  ’ thick’ ors B, in and ir , tend to be somewhat less responsive to as



compared to c -  than the ’ thin’ detectors Dy, Mn and I.
Class c - Being equally removed from both extremes, the composition
of thie^class is  hardest to deduce in a qualitative way, although it  may 
be presumed that it  is composed mostly o f energies immediately below 
and above the 0«14yreak of Cd resonance.

In the case of detectors ’ burdened’ with a strong resonance, the 
CT response is the difference between two almost equal terms (I „ and 
Ip q) whereas in the cases o f E, Dy and Mn, I v is  considerably0  
gr&dter than I For this rea.3on C-,(I andU o Ir) and to a lesser
degree c>(ln) afe very sensitive to random errors affecting I , and 
I q (Bee Table rv) and also to any error we might have committed in 
estimating the influence o f additional q .6 mols o f Cd considered as 
scatterer.

The deviation shown by i(Dy) appears to be significant (the total 
probable error is  here ££%); iodine and iridium seem to be well 
within their narginB o f error. indium is definitely too low; this 
e ffect may be genuine and due either to some second-order ’ kink’ in the 
vcr=f(v) curve, or to a local impoverishment in C-i neutrons due to a 
very strong local absorption o f energies immediately above. a spurious 
lowering o f  response in the c^ class would appear i f  our allowance o f 3% 
for the fast-scattering effect by additional cd were too low (see below). 
If more accurate meafjurements show that this is the correct 
explanation, i ( l )  and i ( ir )  would also go up; i ( l )  would probably 
Remain within its  margin, but for ir  a serious d ifficu lty  might arise.
Class C. At 0-9 mols o f  Cd per litre , that is 1 cd per 123 H, any 
neutrori^which hap arrived down to the neighbourhood of the Cd peak 
((T l̂fOOO X 10“ rcm̂ ) has an about equal chance to be absorbed or to 
lose some more energy at its  next co llis ion . in this region protons 
&re no more free and loss o f energy in a single co llision  is relatively 
email; the probability o f getting through the peak region is small 
and for this reason the a class cannot contain many neutrons o f 
energies below o*l eV« The main component must be above the peak, 
but below the energies at which neutrons are almost insensitive even 
to the heaviest cd concentration (2.8 m ols/litre).

In this class i(Dy) seems to deviate from its  consistently 
downward course, but this might be due to a fluctuation (total probable 
error: lo%) or to a systematic overestimate o f the c, population, which 
would also account at least partly for the enormous deviations shown 
by in and I. such on overestimate might arise i f  the density o f 
resonance neutrons in 0*9 Cd which we assumed to be equal to that in
2.8 cd and 3% higher than in o*3 Cd, were in fact e t i l l  higher: i f ,
in fact, the combined effect o f Cd and H density woSd create a

°*9 Gd ^ncL IratioSr6 The trend 
^  trendR 1 ely asain8t ouch an assumption, in so
L H S e c ?  cSmparLonB!' a8Urem9nt8 Wlth dlff9rant “ uroea dan be

that o f higher than
strong anomaly o f v <  In the o la a f  c k  ( 5 ^  b® th® 0nly Senuine

'



Class Ctz The great majority o f this population must be contained 
within 2 narrow energy band corresponding to the steepest drop o f 
cTcd on the upper-energy side of its  peak, somewhere near £ ev.

The low value o f i(Dy) is  significant; so are the high values o f 
JL(in) (probable error a* 21%) and i ( i r ) .  The fu ll expression for i(X) 
is  -  4-0.6 (1£ 2.8) which means o f course that the possibility o f i(x ) 
s + loo is well within the margin o f  error.
Class R (better than c c because this class is outside the c group)
“  rlTe only interesting valuo is that o f  Dy, because it  confirms the 
decrease o f vol at higher energies. other values show in a 
qualitative way that the resonance o f Mn 1b ’ weak’ , that o f in •medium1 
strong’ and that o f I and ir  ’ very and about equally strong’ (the 
intensity o f uranium resonance, as deduced from inaccurate measurements 
mentioned in the section 3, fa lls  in the last category). The actual 
values o f indexes in the class R have l i t t le  relevance, because they 
depend on such accidental factors as the distance from the source, the 
thickness o f the cd box (and even, to some extent, its  shape inasmuch 
as i t  influences the angular distribution o f incoming neutrons) and the 
relative thiexneas of various detectors to neutrons o f different 
energise• The best quantitative comparison would come from the use 
o f  detectors V7llich aro 1111 equally thick to their resonance neutrons 
(v ery  true  ̂ as Chicle fo i ls ,  or thin, as in diluted aqueous
eolations) and to thermal neutronB (in fin ite ly  tnick thermal detectors 
arc not available in many cases for p-ruy reasons, but very thin ones 
are easy to prepare). In our experiments only I, ir  and in were very 
thick in the resonance region; effective thicxness in the thermal 
region depended, generally speaking, on {3-ray considerations, so that 
quantitative deductions concerning the class R are uncertain.

5* Conclusions and proposals
in summing up our results we may say that this firs t  application 

o f a new method for studying the detector response within the c-group 
enables us to draw the following conclusions;
Dysprosium shows a pronounced decrease o f  vctowards higher energies, 
possibly clue to a negative resonance level. Because o f this lack of 
indication, towards 1/2 eV and beyond, dysprosium cannot be used as 
an indicator o f neutrons irrespective o f their velocity, in the same 
sense as a boron chamber can; even when two populations are practically 
devoid o f the epicadmium ta il ,  dysprosium can be used for the purpose 
o f  comparing them only i f  their average energies are similar enough.
Of course these restrictions apply only to very accurate measurements.
Manganese seems to be reliable thi*oughout the whole c-group. The 
deviation appearing in the Cp class, i f  not a fluctuation, is probably 
due to Imperfections o f the detectors used, rather than to a genuine 
drop o f  vok. por populations o f different temperature, but so rich 
in lower energy neutrons that differences in the relative importance 
o f  eplcadmium taila can be neglected, manganese (or ratherA, din) is 
certainly a more reliable detector than dysprosium. I f  epicaumium



differences are too important to be dismissed, the numerosity in 
the Mn band nay often be accepted as a fa ir  sample o f the whole 
epicadmium region and in this case I (tin) or, better, I(Mn) -  & Ipd(Mn) 
is to be used. This ’ half-cadmium’ difference might be considered 
as a working approximation o f a 1/v  detector, sensitive to energies 
beyond, as well as below, the cd cu t-o ff.

For experiments which require thin detectors (absorption 
probability on a single crossing below, say, 5%)» the detecting 
element need not have a high capture cross-section and therefore 
manganese is  to be preferred to dysprosium. For a given absorption 
at a single crossing Mn gives, in our conditions, about 3 times higher 
count than Dy (factor 2, because only about 50% o f neutrons absorbed 
by Dy give rise to the 138’ activity, according to a crude measurement 
we carried out; ahd an additional factor, because the absorption o f 
p-rays in the wall o f our counter is important in the case o f Dy and 
negligible in the case o f Mn). This advantage may be considered as 
outweighing the inconvenience o f  having to use cadmium differences in 
some cases.
indium (or rather A ^ ln ) is  suitable for c-group or predominantly 
C-group populations ^great majority belonging to classes Cn and c2)J not 
suitable at a ll for populations with a relatively important epicaomium 
t a i l ,  or even with a relatively important c-z or c. fraction. For the 
purposes o f  comparing c-group populations o f different (but not too 
high) temperature, in is probably more reliable than Dy» but less so 
than Mn. The evidence for the rise o f vgt in the upper classes can be 
considered as satisfactory, but the apparent drop o f vok. in the 
neighbourhood o f  0«1 -  0.2 ev (c-j class) requires further investigation.
iodine might be better than in, i f  further investigation shows that 
"the 'apparent rise o f v<f in the class c^ is  spurious. However, its 
Cd differences are, at best dlfferences^between two terms o f  an almost 
equal order o f magnitude; for the same reason information gained by 
our method is  less reliable than in other cases.
iridium is also burdened with a heavy resonance term; its  resonance 
l ie s  at”"a higher energy and is  probably somewhat sharper than that o f 
in, but it  is also more intense and for this reason the rise o f vcC in 
higher classes is probably as pronounced; here again, however, our 
method is not reliable enough.
Uranium cannot be studied by our method except in a crudely qualitative 
way, because itsaesonance term is about as irong as those o f I and ir ,  
and in addition specific factors limit the accuracy o f U239 measurements.
proposals for improvement More abundant and reliable information could 
tie gained i f  our method were improved in the following ways;

(a) some additional care in ensuring the constancy o f irradiation 
and counting geometry might bring the probable error o f a single 
activation measurement down to 1. 1/ 2% and, i f  measured four times, 
each activity would be known within a probable-error margin of

This would reduce considerably the margin o f fluctuation. 
/sOi(fc) Variation o f  the density o f resonance neutrons near the. source, 
4rJ aa a function o f the concentration o f cd, should be subjected to a 

systematic study, involving the use o f different pesonancA^dett^Qtors



/I r  seems to be particularly suitable) and repeating: —
irradiations.
( c) Medium-dependent effects on the sensitivity o f detectors 
('recrossing e ffect ' e tc.) should be checked, so as to exclude 
spurious discrepancies between the f ir s t  two classes. The fact 
that the small boron chamber appears to behave in the same way as 
the larger one should be subjected to a close study.
(d) Ways o f  weakening the response to energies beyond 1 ev without 
wehkening the response in the lower-energy region should be looked 
into. one obvious way, in some cases, would be the use o f 
somewhat thicker detectors. possib ilities  o f using media 
containing more o and c per H» or even pure C (with admixtures o f 
Cdo) should be investigated.
(e) A theoretical study o f the slowing-down in H-Cd media should 
be undertaken with a view to a better understanding o f the way in 
which the c-group can be subdivided into successive part-cadmium 
differences. At the same tine, a close study o f the behaviour 
o f a perfect 1/v  detector in these conditions might give a new 
insight into the mechanism o f the slowing down in hydrogenous media 
below 1 ev*

P^Rftlble extensions o f the method
I f  boron is used instead o f cadmium for distorting a thermal 

population, much higher concentrations per H present are necessary; the 
advantage resulting from a clearer knowledge of the capture cross- 
sections involved is more than outweighed by the d ifficu lties  
introduced by the necessity o f comparing media with very different 
scattering properties. This d ifficu lty , however, w ill have to be 
overcome i f  we wish to extend the application o f  our method into 
higher energy regions. At 1 ev ol is already considerably greater 
than O' so that boron must be used for creating media with the cut-off 
situatSS at a few ev or higher.

We have already mentioned (section k) that mixing the slower with 
the absorber, as compared with the usual technique o f placing the 
absorber outside the slowing-down medium, offers the possib ility  o f a 
sharper distinction between various populations reaching the detector. 
Theoretical considerations show that in pure boracic acid (3H/B) the 
transition from neutrons greatly reduced in number to neutrons hardly 
affected occurs in the region between 1 and lo ev; s t i l l  higher energy 
o f  the cut-off region could be obtained using pyroboric acid or mixtures 

B2°3 hydrocarbons. However, a sharper cut-off is  produced when
slowxng-down is due entirely to heavier elements such as c , 0 and of 
course b i t s e lf .  The extreme limit o f our method is set by the 
slowing-down properties o f  pure boron, which are as yet imperfectly 
known; the most likely  estimates place the cu t-o ff in the region of 
a few thousand ev. Starting from thermal energies and up to this 
lim it, with a series o f  h-B or c-B media o f  increasing boron 
concentration, a way o f  attacking the problem o f multiline resonances 
could be possibly evolved.

The experiments described in this paper were carried out in , 
November 19k2 -  May I9k3» Our special thanks are due to Dr j .  Queron, 
who suggested the use o f Cd shielding in order to get direct 
Information on the suitability o f C-Group detectors (section 3)
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devised, the method o f representation by Index numbers. V/e wish 
aliso to thank Dr S.Q.Bauer for helping us with the design o f the 
specially shaped vessel used for irradiation and Dr O.R.Frisch, 
Dr N.Kemmer and Dr G.placzek for many valuable discussions.
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